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1 - Intro---A Guide to the Heroes
So...you managed to stumble upon my fanfic....here's a little guide about the characters.
Sav: Sushi-obsessed, happy-go-lucky fangirl of Sago who has the power of lightning.
Maddie: Mushra fangirl who has the power of air, is Sav's best friend
Sago: Shinzo Guardian from the hit TV series Shinzo who has the power of water.
Mushra: Ditto, except he has the power of fire.
There you have it. Episodes comin soon!

2 - City of Air
Episode 1: City of Air
*its a beautiful day outside, and Sago just fixed some scones...*
Sago: *rings bell* BREAKFAST EVERYBODY!!!
Sav and Maddie: YAY!!!!!
Mushra: What is it?
Sago: Hot scones!
Sav: Awesomeness! So....any adventures planned?
Maddie: Yeah! Any adventures?
Mushra: I've heard of a great vacation spot called the City of Air.
Sago: Really? Sounds like fun.
Sav: What are we waiting for? Let's catch a portal!
*the four take their hover cruisers (and Mushra's hoverboard) to a portal that sends them flying onto a
huge metal object that seems to be moving really fast in the air*
Mushra: So.....this is the City of Air? It's kinda small.....
Sago: *nervous face* This isnt the city.....ITS AN AIRPLANE!!!!!
Sav, Mushra, Maddie: WHAAAAT?!?!?!?!
Maddie: How is that possible?
Mushra: Lets hope the plane lands on the-Guard: HEY! YOU FOUR!!! YOU ARENT SUPPOSED TO STAND ON THE PLANE!!!
Mushra: Yeah we are!
Sago: Really....we're peacefull enterrans and humans....
Sav: *waves arms really fast* CANT WE JUST GET ALONG!!!???

Guard: Peaceful or not, you need to leave the plane! GUARDS! ATTACK THEM!!!
*guards attack*
Sav: Great! We're being attacked!
Maddie: What do we do?
Mushra: YOU WANNA PIECE OF US? WELL, COME ON!!!!
*they fight the robotic guards on the plane, and they knock every single one of them off into the sky*
Maddie: PHEW!!! Who would have thought robots could be so mean...
Mushra: Yeah really....well, at least we won!
Sav: Hey, where's Sago?
*Sav turns around, and Sago accidentally gets knocked towards the huge fan at the back of the plane*
Sago: HELP MEEEEEEEEEEEEEE!!!!
Sav: SAGO!!! *tries to save Sago, but her belt gets caught on a post*
*suddenly, Sago's hover cruiser sprouts legs (o__O) and saves him from the fan*
Sago: Another 2 feet...and I would have been a jigsaw puzzle!
*they land in the city*
Mushra: Now this is the city we came for!
All: WOW!!!
Sav: I say we pair up and explore!
Sago: Good idea! C'mon, Sav!
Maddie: Ready, Mushra? Lets rock!
*Sav and Sago take the road to the main square*
Sav: This is awesome! I like this place already!
Sago: Hey.......who's that girl dressed exactly like me?

*a girl dressed like Sago runs towards them*
Maria: SAGO!!! ITS SAGO!!!
Sav: In case you were wondering, this bishie belongs to ME!
Maria: Who asked you?
Sago: Let her speak!
Sav: Who are you and why are you after Sago?
Maria: My name's Maria, and I am the ultimate Sago fangirl. I don't know what you claim to be, seeing
that only I can claim Sago as my bishie boy.
Sago: 2 or more girls can have the same bishie, you know
Sav: Yeah, really. Well, do you want to fight us or something?
Maria: Yes, battle of the fangirls!
*They fight, and Maria accidentaly shoots a blast of dark magic at Sav, knocking her back*
Sago: You thinkin what I'm thinkin?
Sav: Yep!
Sago: HYDRO POWER!
Sav: SPEED OF LIGHTNING!
*they transform*
Sav: SIGH!!! *faints because of Sago's coolness*
Maria: *drops imitation Sago helmet* YOU MONSTER!!! WHAT HAVE YOU DONE TO MY SAGO???
*runs off*
Sav: *sweat drop* Well, that was nice...I say we get my gigantic magnet and give chase!
Sago: Yeah, but I dont think we need the magnet.
Sav: Really? How come?
Sago: First of all, see my horns? They arent magnetic, so you cant chase me. Second of all, Maria might
be a fake. I say we take flight after her!

Sav: Works for me!
*They finally reach Maria, who's in a different outfit*
Maria: If you bring Sago back, we wont fight!
Sav: We dont need to! This Sago and the other Sago are the same person!
Sago: For real!
Maria: NOT TRUE!!! *shoots dark magic*
Sav: LIGHTNING BLAST!!!! *shoots lightning at Maria*
Sago: WATER TORNADO!!! *summons a gigantic blast of water and shoots it out of hands*
Maria: *unhurt* You cant defeat me...guardians.
Sav: Pardon?
Maria: FOOLS! I'm not a Sago fangirl! I'm against you guys! Where are the other two?
Sago: Here we go....
Sav: YOU ARENT GONNA ATTACK THEM!!!
Maria: No, I just want to know where they are so that I can destroy them!
Sago: We dont trust you, Maria. You will surely fall!
Maria: Think again! *creates a ball of dark magic* SHADOW ATTACK!!!
Sav: Looks like a job for our combo move! Ready, Sago? *creates lightning*
Sago: One hundred percent! *creates a tidal wave*
Maria: FOOLS! YOU WILL NEVER DEFEAT ME!!!
Sav and Sago: ELECTRIC HYDROBLAST!!! *fires combo move*
*the power of the attack was great, but after the smoke clears, Maria is gone. Sago and Sav go back to
regular form, and faint*
Maddie: Woah.....what happened to them?
Mushra: Lets get a portal back to the base!

*back at the base*
Sago: That was a nice little adventure!
Maddie: What happened, Sav?
Sav: We were....just tired, thats all *winks at Sago*
Sago: *wink* Yeah, really.
Mushra: Well, at any rate, we're back here. I wonder if we'll ever see that city again?
Sav: Most likely we will. Anyway.....WHO'S UP FOR CHEESE STICKS!!!
All: US!!!
*and so...the four guardians of Shinzo live yet another adventure. Tune in later to read another episode*
THE END

3 - The House at Mountshire
Episode 2: The House at Montshire
*Once again, its a nice day, and Sago decided to fix...you guessed it...PANCAKES!!!*
Sav: These pancakes are SPECTACULAR!!!
Sago: Glad you like! Say, I've heard of a museum/open-house that some of my cousins went to and said
was neat.
Maddie: *still eating pancakes* What is it called?
Sago: The House at Montshire. Supposedly a nice place with at least four stories.
Mushra: SOUNDS GREAT! LETS GO!!!
Sav: Cant we eat breakfast, Mushra?
Mushra: *sweat drop* Oh yeah...right...
*after breakfast, the four high-tail it out to the house, when they finally get there...*
Maddie: Woah...this place looks huge, but deserted as well...
Sav: Sago? When did your cousins tell you about this place?
Sago: Um...........
Sav and Mushra: WELL???
Sago: ...when I was about eight or so....
Sav: GOOD GRIEF!!!
Mushra: If its been that long, the place must have been bankrupt and abandoned at the same time!
Maddie: Thats a good assumption, Mushra.
Sav: Well, seeing that we came this way, we may as well have a look inside.
Sago: Great idea! C'mon, guys!
*inside the house, they decide to split up and search each room. Maddie finds her way into the parlor,

which is full of...*
Maddie: PLAYING CARDS!!! These people are nuts for leaving all these cards around...hey, whats this?
*picks up a strange card with a picture of a sorceress on it, then drops it* AAAAAAH!!!
*suddenly, the card glows, and all the playing cards swirl around the room. The cards then form a
gigantic card monster thingie*
Maddie: What am I gonna do? I know!
*Meanwhile, Sav finds herself in the mini movie theater, watching a flick about the house*
Sav: Wow...I didnt know that this house was once the home of a cheesegrater factory! Hey, whats that
picture?
*the picture of the same sorceress appears, and the film cuts short, because all of the film inside the
projector winds itself into...*
Sav: Great. A film monster! This is gonna be fun...
*Meanwhile again, Sago is in the library, looking at all the shiny old books...*
Sago: Wow...these books are ancient...cheese graters, shrimp documentaries, a random mystery...the
subjects are endless! Wait...whats this book?
*the book has a cover featuring a picture of the SAME sorceress, and all the books swirl around the
room, forming a...you guessed it... a book monster!*
Sago: WHAT IS THAT THING?!?!? Oh, I need something to fight this off big time...
*Meanwhile...AGAIN...Mushra finds a room full of...*
Mushra: CHEEEEESE!!! YAAY!! I LOVE CHEESE! Now, where's that cheese grater...found it! Whats on
it...
*The same sorceress garnishes the grater, and all cheese graters congregate together to form...*
Mushra: A CHEESE GRATER MONSTER!!! The randomness is too random! *starts glowing red* You've
crossed the line! HYPER FLAME!!!
Sago: *still in the library* HYDRO POWER!
Sav: *in the theater* SPEED OF LIGHTNING!
Maddie: *in the parlor* SWIFTNESS OF AIR!
*They all go hyper!*

Sago: *in the library* A book monster, huh? This is gonna be easy! *tosses razor boomerang and knocks
a whole arm off* One shot? This wont take long! *book monster repairs itself* I take that back, this is
gonna take a while...
Sav: *in the theater* Film! I love film, but not when its attacking me! Feel the power of my sword! *Tries
to chop up the film, but it wraps up around her leg* GET OFF ME!! *strikes film with lightning
Maddie: *in the parlor* Great, cards. I'll probably just keep blowing it around, but, hey, there's always my
bow. TASTE THE WIND GUARDIAN!!! *shoots bow, and knocks a bunch of cards off* SCORE!!!
Mushra: Good grief, we decide to visit a massive house, and I run into a rabid cheese grater. Thats life I
guess...*giant cheese grater monster attacks* FLAME OF THE PHOENIX!!! *cheese grater actually
melts* fooooo....that was fun. Now to find the others!
*at the entrance of the house*
Sav: ...and the monster kept trying to tie me up, but I said, "You are finished!" and chopped it to
smithereens!
Sago: Sounds neat, but I had to face a book monster, that kept repairing itself! I was annoyed at first, but
I finnaly figured out its secret. If you strike it in the center, all the books go flying at once, and thats how I
was victorious!
Maddie: You two are so good with your tales, but my story is just as good: I had to face a ton of cards! I
defeated it with my trusty wind guardian. Speaking of which, where's Mushra?
Mushra: *panting* Sorry, had to face a cheese grater. Now I know why they deserted this place...
Morgiana: Because of me!
*the sorceress that they've been seeing all this time finally appears in person*
All: WHO ARE YOU?!?!???
Morgiana: I am Morgiana, the dark sorceress and black rose of Enterra! Also the inhabitant of this
house!
Mushra: Do you like cheese or something, because I ran into and defeated a giant cheesegrater...
Morgiana: WHAAAAT??!?!?!??? You destroyed my cheesegraterkins?
WAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAH!!!
All: SIGH!! *sweatdrop*
Sago: Do you want us to fight u or something?

Morgiana: No, we will fight later, but be warned, if you set foot near my house again, I will unleash my
dark powers! *dissapears*
*back at the base and not in hyper form*
Sago: Wow....that was reeeeally fun....
Sav: You're telling me! And this is for not fainting when u were in hyper form! SIGH!! *faints*
Sago: Sigh...*sweatdrop*
Mushra: Well, that was just a day in the life of a Shinzo Guardian!
Maddie: You said it! Who's up for sushi?
Sav: SUSHI!!!
*that concludes this episode! tune in later for more!
THE END

4 - The Pegasus Ranch
Mushra: Wow, where are we?
Sav: I have no idea...I heard that pegasi roam these hills
Sago: Okay, what's a pegasi?
Sav: You mean a pegasus? They're winged horses.
Maddie: Sweet!
Sav: I've never seen one before. From what I've heard, they're stunning!
*suddenly, they hear a massive galloping noise, much like a roll of thunder*
Maddie: Okay, tell me that wasn't...
Sav: Oh yeah, it was!
Sav, Maddie, Sago, and Mushra: STAMPEDE!!!!
*yes, a bunch of pegasi stampede, but bypass the startled for an extremely long stable*
Sav: Woah...
Sago: You've got to be kidding me!
Musra: We're in a ranch!
*a rancher walks up to the startled 4*
Kiera: Hey! You stumbled upon my ranch!
Maddie: We're sorry...
Kiera: No big deal! My name's Kiera, a fire nymph in these parts. Who are y'all supposed to be?
Sav: I'm Sav, this is my bishie and friend Sago, this is Maddie, and her bishie and friend Mushra
Kiera: I've heard of Mushra....got tied up on a chain for somethin....
Mushra: Hey! That's in the past!

Kiera: Now, seeing that y'all are travelers, you can stay over at the ranch for a few days. I'll teach ya
everything you need to know about pegasi.
Sago: Sounds fun! Where's our room, and where can we set our hoverthingies?
Kiera: You can park your scooters over there by the barn, and y'all are bunking in that room to the east.
*points to rickety bunkhouse*
Sav: Uh, thanks Kiera!
Maddie: Yeah, what she said.
Kiera: Y'all aren't bunking for the night just yet!
Sago: Well, we just need to get settled in first. As Shinzo guardians, we need...
Kiera: Y'all are the great guardians to save enterra?
Sav: Yep!
Kiera: In that case, you can rest for as long as you like. When y'all are ready, talk to me, and we'll start
some pegasus-back riding!
*ten minutes later, in the bunkhouse*
Sago: *tries to set stuff on the rickety bunk, but everything falls on top of him* Wow...I'll never take the
base for granted again!
Sav: You and me both!
Maddie: I can't even see my bed!
Mushra: Neither can I, with all these hay bales and crates of oats.
Sav: Those must be for the pegasi. I wonder if Kiera somehow KNEW she had visitors, so she cleared
out a food shed and put old wooden bunkbeds in it?
Sago: That sounds about right. Say, Mushra, remember when.....
Mushra: Sago, I know what you're gonna say.....she probably wanted to know if I was alright or did
anything wrong or.....
Sago: I can understand why Kiera said that. She cares for other people like she cares about her
pegasus...she could be hiding her ranch from invaders!
Aravis: Sounds harsh.

Sago: It is. With the pegasi, I believe that she wants more than anything to ride a pegasus away for a
while, to escape the madness of all these bad enterrans, but she can't because of her duty as an
enterran, and her job. Plus, if those pegasi were stolen, who knows what would happen to her.
Maddie: *after a pause* Wow, nice speech!
Sav: So, who's ready to ditch this bunkhouse and ride some pegasi?
*at the corral*
Kiera: Hey, y'all! Ready for some pegasus-back ridin'?
Sav: Ready when you are!
Kiera: Okay! Sav, why don't you ride Seraphine, Sago can ride Araphen, Maddie'll ride Kathelet, and
Mushra can have Renais. To mount, just put a foot in the stirrup, and hoist yourself over on their back.
Sago: Hey, I'm on!
Sav: Me too!
Maddie: Same here!
Mushra: Renais! Stand still! Whoah!
Kiera: Just say calm and snap your fingers!
Mushra: okay...calm...*snaps fingers, and Renais stood still* Okay, I'm on!
Kiera: Great! Now, we'll start on the ground. Sago! Run Araphen 'round that pole ten times!
Sago: Whatever you say! HYAH!!! *runs Araphen around the pole five times, then is bucked off into the
fence* Well, how do you keep it from running wild?
Kiera: Keep calm, and lean forward. Break the wind resistance, and watch where you're goin'.
Sago: Okay, I'll try again. HYAH!!! *success get!* Hey, I did it! COOLNESS!
Kiera: Now, it's your turn, Maddie! Take Kathelet through the barrels...
*and so it goes on. several hours later, they're eating some fresh stag that Lianna hunted, under the
stars*
Kiera: There's somethin' you three need to know 'bout this western land. If you're a rancher, like me, ya
have to defend your pegasi from enemies. But thieves aren't common here, so the personalities I am
about to speak of are the only ones that exist in this vast territory.

Lianna: So...who are these people?
Kiera: The 8 Wings of Bree. They are thieves who infiltrate ranches and steal pegasi, and they can use
dark magic to their advantage. They can't stand lightning or water, and if the two are combined with fire
and air, they flee.
Sago: But I'm water, Sav is lightning, Maddie is air, Mushra is fire...do you have any elemental power?
Kiera: I can only transform in a case of emergency
Maddie: You're a hyper-enterran?
Kiera: No, I have a strange...gift...that transforms me every time I'm angry.
Sav: Well, whatever those thieves lay on us, we'll lay it right back on them!
*the next morning, the three, tired from being awoken so early, meet Kiera on the corral*
Kiera: Mornin'! The pegasi are ready to ride!
Maddie: Sounds great! When do we start?
Kiera: After I get the thought that I hear a bunch of stampeding out of my head! *sound like a roll of
thunder is heading towards them*
Sago: I think you're actually hearing them!
Sav: My bishie's right! We have to go hyper!
Kiera: NO! NOT YET! Wait 'till they get close for conversation
Sago: *slightly peeved* Okay...
*8 thieves dressed in black and on black pegasi that are carrying staves ride up to them*
Thief 1: Well, if it isn't Kiera the pegasus rancher?
Thief 2: We're gonna take those pretty winged horses of yours for us to use!
Kiera: NO! I WON'T LET YOU DO THAT!
Thief 1: Hey! Where are the others?
Thief 2: On their way.
Maddie: *whispering to Kiera* Hey, if we fight these 2 off, we'll only have 6 to deal with later!

Kiera: Ya think? Well, alright, you can go hyper, or whatever you guys do.
Sago: I heard that!
Mushra: Me too!
Sav: Let's rock! SPEED OF LIGHTNING!!!
Mushra: HYPER FLAME!!!
Maddie: SWIFTNESS OF AIR!!!
Sago: HYDRO POWER!!!
*they all go hyper!*
Kiera: Wow, y'all are cool!
Sav: SIGH!!! *faints due to Sago's hotness*
Sago: *sweatdrop* SAV!!!
Sav: Oh, right.....How about getting on a pegasus?
Kiera: Great idea! Take your pegasi and fight them!
*suddenly, the rest of the thieves show up*
Sago: So much for our fantastic plan!
Thief 4: Hello, enterrans and humans!
Thief 6: Get ready to be pummelled!
Thief 8: You're just a bunch of weaklings!
Sav: I know you are, but what am I?
Thief 7: That does it!
Thief 5: GET THEM!!!
*the thieves charge*
Maddie: Aaaagh! Why do all the bad guys want us?
Mushra: It's all part of the package...we defeat enemies, their friends stalk us for no reason.

Sav: That sounds right!
Sago: Let's attack! AQUA TORNADO!!!
*Sago blasts a huge vortex of water out of his hands and drives the peg thieves off*
Sav: FAVORITE MOVE!!! Now it's my turn! *summons some lightning* AFTERSHOCK!!!
*nothing happened yet*
Thief 3: Ha ha! Nothing happened!
Sav: Mushra! Maddie! Go on and strike!
Mushra: FLAME OF THE PHOENIX!!
Maddie: WIND WAKER!!
*both their attacks work, then Sav's move finally kicks in, shaking the ground*
Thief 1: THAT'S IT! Attack!
*they attack the hyper-peeps on horseback. the battle goes on for a while, then they finally fall back*
Sav: They're strong!
Sago: I agree. We musn't give up, though!
Mushra: Right!
Maddie: Hang on....what's that glow?
*the four turn around to see Kiera in a beautiful red outfit, shooting flames at the thieves*
Kiera: I have them! Combine your powers with mine! Mushra, attack from behind!
Sav: Cool! *summons lightning*
*they all summon their elements, and Mushra flies to the back of the huddled band of thieves*
Kiera: Ready? GO!!!
*they fire the attack, and the thieves fly off the pegasi and disappear into the distance*
Sav: That was awesome!

Sago, Mushra, and Maddie: Yeah!
Kiera: I'll train these pegasi to work for me. My ranch is expanding!
*back at the ranch at sunset, regular form*
Kiera: Thanks for all your help! I couldn't've have done it without ya!
Mushra: Aw, it was nothing!
Sav: Yeah, all in a day's work!
Maddie: You will let us come back, right?
Kiera: Of course! Anytime!
Sago: Well, I guess it's back to the base!
Kiera: Alright then. Bye!
Sav, Sago, Mushra, Maddie: BYE!!
*The four get their hoverthingies and head back to the base. That was looong....tune in later for more!*

5 - Ricco Harbor
Episode 4: Ricco Harbor
*We join our heroes not at the base, but at a huge cyborg beachtown known as Ricco Harbor*
Sav: RICCO!!! HARBOR!!! THIS IS AWESOME!!! I mean, really.....the harbor is fantastic, and the people
are great!
Sago: They aren't exactly people, Sav.
Mushra: Well then what are they?
Sago: They're cyborgs. Humans that have had experimentation performed on them and the result is a
half-human, half-robot.
Maddie: Cool!
Sago: Very. Their eyes are like cameras, and they can see wether or not you're on the side of good!
We're guardians, and we passed their test. Which means they're on our side!
Sav: That's comforting.....so far everybody we've met is either a fangirl or a stalking enemy!
Mushra: I agree.
Maddie: So.....why don't we check out the place?
Sav, Sago, Mushra: GREAT IDEA! LETS GO!
*They start to walk off, but a cyborg guard stops them*
Cyguard: What are you four doing near the cargo bay?
Sav: Pardon?
Cyguard: This place is off-limits to all humans, but the enterrans can cross the bridge to the other side of
the town.
Mushra: Are you saying we have to leave Sav and Maddie?
Sago: That's not going to happen! Let all four of us pass!
Cyguard: Well.....I'll make a deal with you. If you really want the humans to come, you can't cross the
bridge. You have to ride the chain platforms and such to get to the other side.

Maddie: That sounds good to me!
Cyguard: Good. Well, climb onto this platform.
*So the four ride platforms, climb chained walls, and even jump across a yellow submarine to get to the
other side. Finally, at the other side....*
Sav: PHEW!!! That was fun!
Mushra: Tell me about it! But I have all kinds of black slime all over me.....
Sago: Let's see.....that slime's from the little squid-things that keep hopping all over the place! Did you
make one explode?
Mushra: Well....it was in the way of the yellow submarine....
Sav, Maddie, Sago: MUSHRA!!!
Mushra: Okay! Yes! I made it explode.
Maddie: Now where were we?
*Out of da blue, a giant magnet pulls off Sago's helmet...revealing his
DARK
BLONDE
HAIR!!!!!*
Sago: Now THATS a strong magnet....I WANT MY HELMET BAAAAAAAAAACK!!! Say, where DID that
magnet come from?
Sav: *is holding a magnet behind her back* um...I dunno...
Sago: Do YOU know where my helmet is, Sav?
Sav: Okay...*pulls out magnet with helmet stuck to it*...I admit
Sago: THAT WAS YOU?!?!?!??!????
Sav: Why else would I be carrying a giant magnet?
Sago: Can I have my helmet back?
Sav: Not until I say POWER TO THE DARK BLONDES!!!!!!!!!!
Sago: *sweatdrop* sigh.....

*2 seconds later*
Maddie: WOAH!!! Is that SAGO????
Mushra: Yep....looks like Sav's going nuts chasing him!
Sav: GET BACK HERE I WANT YOUR HELMET!!!
Sago: YOU CANT HAVE IT!!!
Sav: I'LL CHASE YOU FOR IT!!! MAGNET TIME!!!
Sago: AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAH!!!!
Mushra and Maddie: *sweatdrop*
Sav: Okay....back to business! Is that a cyborg over there? Lets go see if she needs help!
*the four rush over to the trembling cyborg girl*
Sago: Is everything alright?
Cygirl: *analyzes all four with her camera eye* If you're the guardians....go s-see what's wiggling around
over there....*points to a pile of crates*
Maddie: We'll help out the best we can!
Cygirl: Thank you.
*at the pile of crates*
Sav: Eww....what is that thing?
Mushra: Looks like a tentacle of some sort!
Maddie: Double ew!
Sago: I wonder what it is? *tugs at tentacle, it flinches*
Sav: I bet if we pull hard enough, something'll fly out!
Mushra: Good idea! GET IN POSITION!!!
Sav: Okay, chill!
*they get in tugowar positions*

Sago: On the count of three! One...Two...
All: THREE!!!
*Giant squid flies out of the crates! The four jump out of the way!*
Sav: Oh snap! Another monster!
Maddie: Hyper time!
Mushra: HYPER FLAME!!!
Sago: HYDRO POWER!!!
Sav: SPEED OF LIGHTNING!!!
Maddie: SWIFTNESS OF AIR!!!
*They hyperform!*
Sago: This squid needs a bath! Time for a clean-up!
Sav: STRANGE TAGLINE MUCH!!!
Sago: Whatever.....HYDRO TWISTER!!! *um...self explanatory*
*The squid throws its tentacles at the four, Sav and Maddie manage to grab hold of the main two*
Sav: Hey, is that a cork in its nose?
Maddie: Pull at it, Mushra!
Mushra: Right! *yanks at the cork, the squid flies into the ocean, ink flying everywhere and onto the four*
Mushra: Great....more slime.....
Sav: Let's head back to the base!
*back at the base*
Sago: So.....anything special happen today besides being attacked by a giant squid?
Sav: Nope, nothing!
Maddie: I'm tired....
Mushra: Who's up for custard?

Sav: YAY CUSTARD!!!
*that concludes this episode, with guest appearances from Super Mario Sunshine! Tune in later for
more!*

6 - Return of the Nightmare Dream Center
Okay, before I begin....here are the ages for all of the characters!
Sago: 15
Sav: 14
Maddie and Mushra: 13
So....yeah!
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------*Our story takes us on another road trip.....*
Sav: SQUEEEE!!! ROAD TRIP!!!
Maddie: That's what you said five minutes ago, Sav!
Mushra: Where are we going, exactly?
Sago: Well.....I dunno.....I've heard of a village that has an inn that we can stay at!
Maddie: Sounds good! What's it called?
*at the inn*
Sav: The Cockroach Inn?
Sago: Yep! Best of the town, too!
Mushra: Best? You mean worst, right?
Sago: That's what it said on the brochure......
Sav: Joy! Well.....I hope the inside is better!
*at the reception desk*
Sago: Hi! 2 rooms, please!
Reception Clerk: Are you four together?

Sav: Yes.....
RC: Well....you should be in the same room.....
Mushra: NO WAY!!!
Maddie: I got this, Mushra.......exactly what would the cost be?
RC: 1 coin for all of you to fit in one.....500 for 2 rooms.
Sago: That's a little extreme.......fine, we'll do the 1 room.
RC: Here's your key! Thanks for staying.
*in the room*
Sav: ONE COIN FOR THIS????? ITS AS BIG AS MY BATHROOM!!!!
Maddie: Yeah really!
Sago: Well....who's sleeping in the....wait a second, there is no bed! We've been ripped off!
Mushra: Well, at least it was cheap! Besides....I WONT be sleeping in the bathroom tonight!
Sav: *gets a ton of blank stares* What?
*Randomly, at....say......4:30 IN THE MORNING, Mushra (in his sleep of course) yanks Sago's helmet
off, revealing his....
LIGHT BLUE HAIR?????!!!!??????*
Sago: MUSHRA!!! Keep your dreams to yourself, would you?
Maddie: Wait.....your hair was blue not blonde! SAV DOESN'T KNOW THAT!!!!
Sago: Oh no! I forgot she didn't know that I dyed my hair last week!
*Suddenly, Sav walks out of the bathroom*
Sav: WAS THAT A FORM OF THE PULLING OFF OF SAGO'S HELMET THAT I JUST HEARD?????
Maddie and Sago: NO!!!
Sav: Can I join you?
Maddie and Sago: NO!!!
Sav: Fine then! *slams the bathroom door*

Sago: That was way too close!
*you can tell I've seen Nightmare Dream Central....anyways....2 hours later*
Sav: WOOHOO!!!! Sun's up! Waffles are downstairs! YAY!
Sago: What about the pancakes I fix at the base?
Sav: Oh they rock, but WAFFLES ROCK AS WELL!!!!!
Mushra: Someone's hyper this morning.....
Maddie: What did you expect? The queen of boredom?
Sav: Yeah! At least I'm not that!
Sago: I think we should hit the road. Besides....we can run into a Hardees and get bisquits!
Sav: Well......ok!
*on the road*
Sago: I don't see a Hardees yet.
Mushra: Maybe we should turn around....I mean...there's nothing here except *gets hit by a flying piece
of paper* FFFMMMMFFFMMM!!!!
Maddie: Hey! Free tickets to the Shinzo Dream Center!
Sago: They rebuilt it? Cool!
Sav: I.....um-Sago: What is it, Sav?
Sav: I don't think we should go.....I have a bad feeling about this....
Maddie: Aww...c'mon, Sav! It's an amusement park of all things!
Sago: Yeah, Maddie's right. After all, we deserve a break! *winks* Right Sav?
Sav: *tries to keep from squealing and fainting and other fangirlish stuff.....and winks back!* Oh yeah!
Lets go!
*at the dreamcenter.....*

All: WOW!!!
Maddie: It's so beautiful!
Sav: And shiny!
Mushra: What are you guys waiting for? Park the vehicles and let's rock this place!
Maddie: It seems like we're the only ones here though......
Sav: WHO CARES?? That's what makes the parks more fun!
Sago: This is gonna be fantastic! Which ride should we do first?
Sav: How about....the Super-Coaster 2000?
*about an hour later.......they're on these ridiculously wierd hologram-projector thingies...and in different
costumes from different time periods*
Sago: Nice outfit, Mushra!
Mushra: *in a sailor-girl outfit* AAAAH!!! *jumps off*
Sago: *in....versailles-modern outfit? and a wig* Check me out.....*puts on wierd english-type accent*a
goatee to go with the mustache, dontcha think, Sav?
Sav: *in medieval outfit* WHY ARE YOU ASKING ME?????
Sago: *normal accent* I dunno.....
Sav: FEAR MY FAN!!! *thwacks Sago with fan*
Sago: Oww! >< *rubs back*
Maddie: *in black cat outfit* Ha ha!
Sav: Hey, what's that room over there?
Maddie: Let's check it out!
*in a different room without the hologram projector thingies*
Sago: It says here that this is the globe of Enterra. Touch a location, and you can see what's going on
there right now!
Maddie: Cool! I wanna try........here! *pokes a place that looks like Scotland*

*suddenly the room puts on an awesome hologram of the countrysides of Scotland*
Sav: WOW!!! Looks just like the countryside that I've seen!
Mushra: Neat! It feels like we're actually here.
Sago: Let's try.......here! *pokes a place that looks like New York City*
*The countryside morphs into a massive city....but it's being destroyed!*
Maddie: OH NO!!!
Sav: What's happening?!
Mushra: It's total destruction! Nightmare central!
Sago: Let's get out of here!
*They leave the dreamcenter....only to find the outside in TOTAL DESTRUCTION!!!!*
Sav: What happened?
Maddie: I dunno!
Mushra: This is crazy......hey!
Sago: What is it, Mushra?
Mushra: I never noticed the waterfall over there.....
Sago: I think we've been TRICKED!!!
Nega Kirby: That's right, enterran!
*gigantuanormous red kirby walks in front of them*
Sav: Who are YOU???
Nega Kirby: I'm the Negakirby of Enterra!
Maddie: What are you doing here?
NK: They banished me from Dreamland because I created nightmares.
Mushra: Are you asking for a CHALLENGE???
NK: Yeah, why?

Mushra: HAAAAAAAAA!!! *thwacks NK with spear, but gets knocked back reeeeeeeeeally hard*
Maddie: MUSHRA!!
Mushra: You guys....I'm fine.....I just cant f-fight....
Sago: Well.......HYDRO POWER!!!
Sav: SPEED OF LIGHTNING!!!
Maddie: SWIFTNESS OF AIR!!!
*the three hyperform!*
NK: Ha ha! You three can't stop me!
Sav: But I probably could! *charges at NK, but also gets knocked back*
Sago: SAV!!!!!
Sav: Chill, Sago! *dusts herself off* I'm fine....
NK: Fools! *turns into quicksilver*
Sago: This kirby's evil, and its a shapeshifter to boot!
Sav: Thank you, captain obvious....
Sago: What did you call me?
Sav: Nothing!
*the three fly off to get away from NK, and land in a forest*
Maddie: That was close!
Sago: *puts Mushra near a tree* Yeah, really. Sav, are you sure you're alright?
Sav: Yes, Sago.....
NK: Fools again! Why are you trying to run when you can't stop me?
Sago: WATER DRAGON!!! *creates water dragon*
NK: *jumps into dragon which turns into quicksilver*

Sav, Maddie, Sago: GASP!!!
NK-infused Water Dragon: *attacks Sago*
Sago: Ow.....
Sav: NO!!!
Maddie: WIND TUNNEL!!! *creates wind tunnel, but it doesnt work against NK*
Sav: Sago....please.......*her hands glow*
Maddie: Sav?
NK: Hahahahahahahahahahahahahahahahahahaha....
Sav: *unleashes energy* LIGHTNING DRAGON!!!!!!!!!!!! *creates a lightning dragon*
NK: .....hahahahaha--huh? *gets shocked and turns into a star in the distance*
Sago: *wakes up in time to see the lightning dragon* Sav saved me?
Sav: *falls to her knees* Boy, why am I so exhausted all of a sudden?
Maddie: *faints*
Sago: Sav.....you just unleashed a lightning dragon!
Sav: I WHAAAT?!?!???
Mushra: *wakes up* uh......
Maddie: MUSHRA!! You're ok!
Sav: Let's go back to the base.
*at the base no longer in hyperform*
Sav: Tell, me....Sago....what happened back there?
Sago: Your powers are becoming stronger by the minute.....even Maddie's.
Maddie: Yeah? How come?
Sago: When you released that dragon, Sav, what were you feeling?
Sav: Anger! Raw anger!

Sago: Okay, Maddie?
Maddie: Same here!
Sago: Then that means your powers are related to your emotions.....with more practice, you can get the
hang of this and use these attacks at will!
*long pause*
Mushra: Nice speech, Sago!
Sago: Thanks!
Maddie: Who wants ice cream?
Sav: YAY!!!!
------------------------------------------------------------------------------That ends this eppie.....yeah ^^

7 - The Dark Queen of Kalormen: Cazia
*This episode begins with the four Shinzo Guardians riding their hoverthingies across a beach with
crashing waves*
Sav: Sago, where are you taking us?
Maddie: Yeah!
Sago: This is the region of Kalormen. Its where I'm from.
Mushra: Neat, I can see that from the water......are all people here water enterrans?
Sago: No, my brother is a fire enterran.
Sav: I didn't know you had a brother, Sago.
Sago: Yeah, an older brother and 2 sisters.
Maddie: Are we there yet?
Sago: Almost.....
*30 minutes later*
Mushra: *points at a flying fish* Poke flying fish! No poke back! *pokes Sav*
Sav: *ignores* Are we any closer?
Sago: Yes! My friends, welcome to the region of Kalormen!
*at the door of Sago's little one-story house*
Sago: *knocks on the door*
Aravis: *from inside the house* SOMEONE GET THE DOOR!
Taru: *ditto* I'M NOT GETTING IT!!!
Nataleie: *answers the door* Hello.............can it be? ARAVIS! TARU! Is this who I think it is?
Taru: No way!
Aravis: Its SAGO!!!! OH MY GOODNESS! *hugs* I cant believe its you!

Sago: Aravis! Nataleie! Taru! Wow! Its great to see all of you! May I introduce my friend Mushra and my
2 human friends Sav and Maddie?
Sav: Hey guys!
*Aravis, Nataleie, and Taru pause*
Taru: Sago, I thought humans were evil......
Sago: The rumors arent true, Hino-Taru. Sav and Maddie are the human guardians from the prophecy!
Nataleie: So it is true!
Aravis: Hey! I'm Aravis, this is my sis Nataleie. Of course you know Sago, and this is Hino-Taru, but
everyone calls him Taru.
Maddie: Nice to meet you all!
Taru: Likewise....
Nataleie: Please come in! I'll have food on the table in a few minutes. *rushes inside*
Mushra: Anyways, whats for dinner?
Taru: Sushi! Lots of it, fresh from this very ocean!
Sago: Wow! Sounds great!
Sav: Yeah! I love sushi!
Aravis: You like sushi? Cool! So do I!
Sav: ^^
Maddie: So, now what?
Taru: Where are you and Sav from?
Maddie: Earth......I mean, on the opposite side of the universe, actually.
Sav: No kidding! We found a portal at a local Shinzo con, and here we are!
Taru: Interesting.......the humans that we have met are cruel and merciless, with no stand on the side of
good, just like the evil enterrans that stalk you.
Aravis: Its true......our house was torn down twice while you were gone, Sago. Nataleie and I

hyperformed, but Taru just stood there as if nothing happened, then finally he used a magma attack on
the enterrans and they ran off.
Sago: While I was having an awesome time fighting bad guys, you all are suffering? I should have
stayed.....
Aravis: Sago, what you did was right. You had a destiny, and you had to fulfill it.
Nataleie: Friends! Dinner is ready!
*later, back in the living room*
Sav: Where are we sleeping?
Nataleie: I have prepared your old room, Sago, for you and Mushra. Sav, you and Maddie can sleep in
my room, I'll share with Aravis tonight.
Maddie: Sounds awesome!
Aravis: But first, Sago hasn't seen us in hyper-form since forever! Every night after dinner, we hyperform
and practice our powers.
Sago: Well, you guys wanna participate?
Sav: Sure, I guess!
Maddie: Ok!
Mushra: Lets see what you got!
*they all hyperform*
Nataleie and Aravis: SAV YOU LOOK AWESOME! YOU TOO MADDIE!!!
Sav: Really? Thanks! ^^
Maddie: You guys look awesome as well!
Nataleie: Thank you, but I wish I had a blue outfit to match my sister......
Aravis: Aw, its alright, its cool to have an original style!
Nataleie: Thanks, sis!
Mushra: Taru, are you gonna hyperform?
Taru: I.....um.........

Sago: Whats wrong?
Taru: Nothing.....its just that I'm not that good at it......
Sago: Its easy! Remember your callout? Its Pyro-power, right?
Taru: Is that it? Ok........pyro power!
*crickets chirp*
Sago: Wait.....where's your helmet?
Taru: Oh, that thing? Under the couch......
Sago: sigh......-_-' put it on and try it again.
Taru: Alright.......pyro-power!
*the crickets chirpeth*
Sago: I wonder whats going wrong......
Sav: I think I have a solution. What do you think is happy, or any moment that you've ever felt
triumphant?
*long pause*
Taru: Leave me, human. No one cares about your opinions.
Sav: *runs out of the living room crying*
Maddie: She was just trying to help, Taru!
Aravis: Yeah!
Nataleie: If you need me I'll be in the kitchen.
Taru: I dont care! I wont accept help from a human. Who cares about her anyway?
Sago: I do. *runs to find Sav*
Maddie: Wait for me!*runs after Sago*
*meanwhile, Sav accidentaly ran into Sago's old room*
Sav: *in tears* Where am I? Sago's room? I dont belong here........

Sago: *bursts open the door* Sav?
Maddie: Sav! Are you okay?
Sav: What do you think? I was shoved aside by an average hyper-enterran! I dont feel so awesome now
that I was made fun of.
Sago: Its alright, Sav......Taru can be like that when he's angry. All you have to do is let it slide off your
back.
Maddie: What he said......Sav, we're here for you, all the way!
Sav: Thanks guys.
Mushra: *bursts in the door* Did I miss something?
*Suddenly, a large BOOM occurs near the house*
Aravis: Guys! We're under attack!
*they all run outside, to find that three water enterrans set off an explosion*
Guard #1: You! Thats right, water and fire and lightning and air! The Queen Cazia isnt accepting visitors
right now!
Sav: So? We'll just hang out here outside wherever her palace is.
Guard #2: No! He means that Cazia is in her hyper form! She'll destroy everything if she finds you on
Kalormen shores!
Maddie: Are you saying we have to leave?
Guard #3: Duh!
Sago: I forgot to mention.......our queen has a dark hyperform.....she'll be mad if she sees you here!
Taru: Wait.....I have an idea.....Guards of Kalormen! Pardon us, we need to arrange our "packing
needs."
Guard #2: Suit yourself......
*the guards ride off on motorcycles*
Mushra: Whats your idea?
*meanwhilez, inside the underwater palace, Cazia stands over her crystal*

Cazia: What? The guards have returned? Grrrr......that particular clan has gotten on my last nerve! And
the guardian of Kalormen has also arrived at this time........well......we'll just have to see what happens
next!
*in the meantime, the focus returns to our heroes and Sago's siblings in black stealth suits inside the
palace, in regular form*
Sago: This was your idea, bro?
Taru: We have to change Cazia's stand on evil to good sometime.......and she needs a reality check!
Aravis: I'll say.....Sago? Do you still have your boomerang?
Sago: Of course?
Aravis: Why dont you use some rope to turn it into a grappling hook!
Sav: Thats a great idea, Aravis! Why I didnt think of that I have no idea......
Sago: No, I dont think so.........someone could see us!
Maddie: Okay, I agree......but I have another idea! *creates a wind bridge from the ground up to the
ledge*
Mushra: Maddie, you never cease to amaze me.
Maddie: ^^
*after crossing the air bridge*
Sago: That was fun.....are we close to Cazia yet?
Nataleie: According to my co-ordinates, we're only 2 sharp left turns away.
Sav: Cool! The sooner we hyperform, the better!
Maddie: Wow, it sure is dark in here.....
Aravis: You're telling me!
Mushra: Hey, I think I see a light ahead.....
Taru: Lets go towards it!
*they all end up in Cazia's room*

Cazia: So.....we meet again, Water Enterrans
Sav: And lightning!
Maddie: And air!
Mushra and Taru: And.....yeah......
Cazia: I dont care who you are! You're trying to destroy me, right? Anyone on the side of good is evil to
me.
Nataleie: Lets show her what we're made of!
Sav: HYPER FORM!!! SPEED OF LIGHTNING!!!
Maddie: Swiftness of Air!
Sago, Nataleie, Aravis: HYDRO POWER!!!
Mushra: HYPER FLAAAAME!!!!
*they all hyperform except for Taru*
Taru: Dont worry about me....
Sav: Lets go!
*they chase after Cazia, and they end up on the castle roof*
Cazia: You'll never destroy me! HYDRO TUNNEL!!!!
Maddie: WIND WAKER!!! *summons wind blast and evaporates Cazia's water tunnel*
Cazia: *is surprised* Wimps, all of you!
Sav: Yeah? You haven't seen nothing yet! LIGHTNING DRAGON!!!!! *summons the lightning dragon,but
gets blocked by her tunnel* Wha????
Aravis: HYDRO BLAST!!!
Nataleie: BUBBLE BEAM!!!
*their attacks do not worketh*
Cazia: WATER PANTHER!!!
Sago: WATER DRAGON!!! *evaporates Cazia's water creature* Top that!

Cazia: I still havent heard anything from the fire-Mushra: SAY NO MORE!!!! FLAME OF THE PHOENIX!!! *tries to surround Cazia with flames, but gets
knocked back by a huge tidal wave* Ow.....
Cazia: *evil laugh* You all are cowards! For my final blow, I'll summon.....
Sav: *while Cazia's rambling* TARU!!! HYPER FORM!!!
Taru: Go away! I'm still not listening to you!
Nataleie: Taru, please! Listen! You remember your hyper form, right.....right???!!?
Taru: Okay, okay! PYRRO POWER!!!!!
*Taru hyperforms and looks just like Hyper Sago, only with black hair and a red outfit*
Sav: Wow! Its insane how much you look alike!
Taru: Lets get this over with! MAGMA STORM!!!!
Cazia: WHAAAAA???? *runs away from raining magma*
Sago: Shall we, brother?
Taru: We shall!
Sago and Taru: *at the same time* FIRE/WATER DRAGON!!!!!!
*destroys the whole palace*
Aravis: Wait.....we won?
Nataleie: Yes, we won! All thanks to Taru and Sago!
Taru: Sav? I'm sorry I didnt listen to you before.....will you ever forgive me?
Sav: Of course!
Cazia: I cant believe you defeated me! HOW....CAN.....THIS.....BE????? *dissapears in a bright blue
light*
*back outside Sago's old house*
Taru: It was great seeing you again, bro.

Sago: Likewise.....
Sav: So, we'll see each other again, Aravis?
Aravis: Sure! Keep in touch! ^^
Nataleie: It was great seeing all of you!
Maddie: Totally!
Mushra: Can we leave now?
Sago: *sigh* fine.....Bye guys!
Taru: Contact us if you need anything!
Mushra: Yeah, yeah whatever......BYE!!!!
*so ends our eppisode.....*
------------------------------------------------------LONG EPPY MUCH!!!!!!!!! ^^ Please comment!

8 - Ruins at Fenton Park
Shinzo Fangirls:
Ruins of Fenton Park
Sav: ROAD TRIP!!!!
Maddie: -_-' Sav.......
Sav: What? I love road trips.
Mushra: When are we gonna stop for food? I'm hungry.
Sav: I actually brought an hour's supply of whipped nuttytastic chocomallow surprise bars...
Mushra: Never mind.....
*two hours later, it's getting late....the sky's already dark*
Sago: Hey, are those fireworks?
Sav: They ARE fireworks! It's a party!
Maddie: I wonder who's hosting it.....
Mushra: Do you think they'd let us in? I'm starving!
Sav: We'll just have to check it out!
*at the greenish cave-like thingy where the party is.....*
Sago: Wow! It really is a party!
Mushra: See if they'll let us in....
Maddie: Um...excuse me? We're travelers, and-Random Firefly Enterran #1: WELCOME TO THE FESTIVAL!!!
Mushra: YAY!!!! I mean...thanks!
Sav: We're enterrans and-Firefly Enterran #2: It doesnt matter if you're hyper enterran or not, come on in! We love travelers.

Sav: *whispers* They didnt say anything about humans......
Sago: *whispers* Don't worry about it, Sav....if they do attack us, we'll be ready.
Firefly Enterran #1: What is it, friends? It's quite alright with us if you stay a while...there's free food!
Sav: At least they like us enough to let us stay with them, and yet I'm still suspicious....
Sago: But hey, free food is free food!
*And so our heroes are welcomed with open arms into a random party. Who knows what could happen
next?*
Sago: I actually like this festival! *digs around a massive pile of jewels*
Mushra: FINALLY! Some decent food!
Maddie: Do you think we should be going yet.....
Mushra: Are you kidding? This party is awesome!
Sav: Is that a dance dance mat? I wanna compete! *runs off to the dance mats*
Sago: A what? Oh! Those dance pads at the arcades that Sav likes so much! I wanna see! *runs off
after Sav*
Mushra: Why don't we see what Sav and Sago are up to?
Maddie: All right! ^^
*at the dance mats, Sav just beat a firefly dance dance champion*
Sav: Anyone else wanna challenge me?
Sago: I'll take a whack at it!
Sav: Sago? I didn't know you did the dance dance game?
Sago: Actually, it's my first time....I wanna try it, to see if I'm good.
Sav: Bring it on!
Robotic speaker: ROUND ONE!
*some dance music plays, and Sav and Sago compete by touching the different arrows with their feet as
they pass over the screen.*

Sago: *finishes perfectly with a front split* I win!
Sav: *misses it* But we've got another round!
Robotic speaker: ROUND TWO!
Maddie: GO SAV!!!!
Mushra: GO SAGO!!!!
Maddie: Who's side are you on?
Mushra: Do I wanna say?
Sav: I win this round!
Sago: Well, we've got another round left.....then we'll see who's the champ!
Robotic speaker: FINAL!!!
*really fast music plays, and Sav is able to land every step perfectly, and finishes with a roundoff. Sago
misses practically every step, and finishes with a front split again*
Sav: I WIN!!! YAY!
Sago: Great game! By the way, how did you do that roundoff?
Sav: I did a roundoff? REALLY???
Maddie: Yeah!
Sav: I don't know.....
Firefly enterran #3: AAAAH!!! MONSTER ATTACK!!! THERE ARE MONSTERS AMONG US!!!
Sav: We've gotta run!
Mushra: But Sav! It's only the middle of the night!
Sago: Yeah...
Maddie: WE'RE LEAVING NOW!!!
Mushra and Sago: COMING!!!!!
*the foursome speed their hoverthingies out of the cave and over the water*

Sav: I wonder why they all ran away so fast?
Maddie: I really don't know....
Mushra: Hey, is that a ferris wheel?
Sav: IT IS A FERRIS WHEEL!!!
Sago: It's a bunch of ruins! From the past century!
Maddie: From our time....
Sago: But something doesn't look right.....
Sav: I agree.....and you remember when those firefly enterrans interrupted me when I was about to say
we were enterrans and humans? Right before I said humans, too....
Maddie: So that trap was MADE FOR US?????
Mushra: And me and Sago too, looks like!
*suddenly, a bunch of fireflies shoot slingshots at the four*
Mushra: WHAT WAS THAT???
Sago: An ambush, what do you think?
Sav: LIGHTNING SPEAR!!! *throws a bolt at the ferris wheel, but misses*
Maddie: LOOK OUT ABOVE!!!
*a bunch of remote controlled birds drop rocks on our heroes*
Maddie: WIND BLAST!!! *shoots a blast of wind at the rocks and shields the four from massive pain*
Sav: Thanks, Maddie!
Maddie: ^^
Sago: SAV LOOK OUT!!!!!
*a giant swinging pirate ship breaks loose and is about to land on Sav*
Sav: Okay, train of thought, passion or fear, element, and....*creates a lightning scooter thingy to escape
the massive ship*

*in the meanwhiles, the fireflies release a massive monster to go after the four*
Sav: Phew! That was way too close.
*Sav hears a high pitched scream that sounded oddly familiar in the background, and a splash*
Sav: WHAT WAS THAT????? *lightning scooter falls apart* NO WAY!!! *falls in the water* Where DID
that scream come from? And where's Sago?
Maddie: *resurfaces* Sav! You alright?
Sav: I'm fine! Where's Mushra and Sago?
Maddie: Mushra flew away on his flying hoverpad, and Sago....did you not hear that scream?
Sav: Um....yeah, I....WHAT???? SAGO SCREAMED LIKE A GIRL????
Sago: *resurfaces* Who screamed like a girl?
Sav: NOBODY! Maybe me? I DONT KNOW!!!
Maddie: You think we should hyperform?
Sago: Not without Mushra....
Mushra: SAV!!! MADDIE!!!
*suddenly, these platforms rise from underwater, and trap Sav and Maddie in individual cages. Then, a
firefly/human enterran flies to the cages*
Brandon: Human girls....why are you hanging with the enterrans?
Maddie: We're not ordinary humans....we're Shinzo Guardians!
Brandon: Is that so? Well, I was thinking that since you two have massive hyper power, I could use you
in my army!
Maddie: You want us to be your annoying footsoldiers that do your every will? I DONT THINK SO!!!
Brandon: Well, it's the only plan I have....
Sav: NEVER WOULD ME OR MADDIE GO TO YOUR SIDE AND FIGHT!!! EVER!
Maddie: That's right!
Brandon: No one's gonna save you now....

Sago: I've got to save Sav......HYDRO POWER!!! *hyperforms*
Mushra: HYPER FLAME!!!! *hyperforms* You're going DOWN! *throws flames*
Sav: Hey, it's Mushra and Sago!
Brandon: WHAT??? THEY'RE HYPER ENTERRANS!!!
Sago: Stay away from my friends! WATER TORNADO!!! *shoots a blast of water from his hands* SAV!
MADDIE! Hyperform!
Sav: Right! SPEED OF LIGHTNING! *hyperforms*
Maddie: SWIFTNESS OF AIR! *ditto*
Brandon: How can you two humans hyperform?
Sav: Let's just say it's a prophesy fulfilled by magic....LIGHTNING FUSION!!! *shoots an extremely
powerful blast with her wand*
Maddie: And we're also on the side of good! WIND TUNNEL!!! *a wind vortex surrounds Brandon*
Brandon: AAAAARGH!!!! *starts to glow green* HYPER ILLUMINATION!!!! *hyperforms*
Sav: Great. He's a hyper-enterran too.
Firefly Enterran #1: FLEE, FIREFLIES!
Maddie: The fireflies were here? I never saw them...but you fireflies are smart. Go on, flee!
Mushra: And don't come back! Now...where were we...
Brandon: You seriously thought you would beat me? FORGET IT!!! In hyper form, I'm so much more
powerful, its insane! Now, fear my wrath!
Sago: That's pretty much what every villain we've encountered says!
Sav: I agree. Who's up for a combo fusion?
*Sav creates a sphere of lightning, and Mushra, Maddie, and Sago create spheres of fire, air, and water*
Maddie: Ready?
Mushra: More than you know!
Sago: Let's do this!

Brandon: Huh?
Sav: NOW!!! HYPER GUARDIAN COMBO FUSION!!!! *shoots the blast of fire, water, wind, and
lightning*
Brandon: NO WAY!!! *gets hit, and turns into a card*
Mushra: I'm not going to destroy the card....
Maddie: Why not?
Mushra: When you have a whole card, you can use it for pretty much anything, including absorb its
power. Certain hovercrafts can absorb cards as well.
Sav: Cool!
*they all revert to regular form*
Sago: Let's get our hovercrafts. *uses remote key to get his scooter out of the water*
Sav: *ditto*
Maddie: *grabs hover skateboard*
Mushra: Where's mine? Oh, there it is! Let's go.
*the next morning...our heroes are on hoverthingies*
Sav: You know what I think? We should watch out for those who could be potential enemies. Even if
they do have a dance dance mat....
Sago: I couldn't agree more....
Maddie: I think this has made us a stronger team.
Sav: Totally! We're, like, unstoppable!
Mushra: We're the SHINZO GUARDIANS--OW!!! *hits a cactus*
Sago: Nice flying, Mushra!
Maddie: Try actually looking up next time!
Sav: ^^
Mushra: >< Ow.....

*This ends our little eppy.....bye!*
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